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introduction
“Your country is beautiful, and I like it so much,  
because it reminds me to my country, my Tyrol. 
Over there you can find high steep mountains as 
well, over there we have solid ground like here too…”

Fabian Barkata

Mirdita, for many people, still remains a mystery. This 

part of Albania bears an abundance of archaeological, 

ethnographic, linguistic and folkloric traditions very 

valuable, but still little known by the public opinion.

Among centuries, the independent character of 

the population has enabled the maintenances of 

some of the earliest traditions of Northern Albania.

A tradition that combines different elements 

that characterize the history of these lands, from 

prehistory and pagan cults of the sun and moon, to 

the Illyrian ruins, from the medieval towers and the 

period of autonomy de facto within the Ottoman 

Empire, to �inish with the industrial heritage of 
the socialist period, and in the dissent against 

the regime in the infamous prison cells of Spac.

Mirdita described in verses full of love and 

renaissance courage of the Bishop Preng Doçi, 

having its tradition also carved in stone, as 

in the case of Arbër inscription (XII century).

Mirdita and the nearly two hundred churches that 

were built historically on its territory, Franciscan 

and Benedictine assemblies that have represented 

an important center of the Albanian Catholic 

identity, and of art merged in their construction.
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Mirdita, more than any other Albanian province, has an   

admirable abundance of traditions, legends, and symbols.

This richness is related to its own name, as well as the 

surrounding localities. Mirdita elders still can tell around 

the sofra (the characteristic low and round dining table) 

a legend, which is about three brothers who had shared 

everything, from their poor legacy: One brother took 

the saddle, another the sieve, and the third said to his 

brothers: "Might the day be good for me"(“Për mue 

kjoftë e mirë dita”).  The two brothers set themselves in 

nowadays Shalë (saddle) and Shoshë (sieve) territories; 

the third took an area since then known as Mirdita.

Here were born three sons. When they separated, the 

eldest son took the Oroshi province, to the second 

was given Spaç and the third one took Kuzhneni. The 

brother’s descendants would form the three initial bajrak 

of Mirdita, provinces called "bajraks of the tribe". Oroshi was considered the �irst bajrak of Mirdita, Spaçi took the 
second place and the third one was given to Kuzhneni. These are de�ined and respected throughout the province 
as the core of the subsequent development of Mirdita.

Residents of these bajraks, even today, prefer not to 

marry among themselves. Other Bairaktars supported these three and called themselves mirditorë. The �irst 
were Fandi and Dibrri, and then joined the three Bairaks 

of Ohrid. At the end, they added the four bajraks of 

Lezha Highland, forming the 12 bajraks of Mirdita. The 

…history
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From legends to

�irst �ive bajraks have a greater coexistence, and have 
managed to unify their traditions and folklore. The 

documented history of the area is not less interesting.

The artefacts of Perlati, Geziqi, Mërkurthit, Bukmira etc., are the �irst evidences of life in this area. They belong to the 
period of quarried stone and dated at around 4500-2500 

BC. The data are mainly discovered in Mërkurthi caves, that of Vali, etc., which shows that the �irst human settlements were caves. The Mirdita continuity of life is re�lected in all 
periods since the late Neolithic, to the era of bronze and iron. 

The cemeteries of this area are in line with the tradition of 

constructing graves in Albania since the early Bronze Age, 

about 2000 BC. In them are revealed items of daily use, where 

among the most important are evaluated, tools, ornaments, weapons (knives, axes, bows and arrows, shields, �ibula, earrings, pendants etc.) Archaeological excavations carried out 
in different places in Perlat, Baz, Urakë etc. indicate a large 

presence of Illyrian population since VIII-VII century BC.

The history of these areas is linked subsequently with one 

of the most famous Illyrian tribes, the one of Pirustae. This 

tribe was known for century treatment of metals, especially 

gold, silver and copper, owing to wealth in mining areas 
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Dukagjin leaders. In 1470 the population of Mirdita and surrounding areas numbered no less than 12,000 �ighters. 
After the death of Gjergj Kastrioti Skanderbeg, on 17 

January 1468, the Turks were released on Albanian lands 

as the invaders all over the attacked places, they invaded 

Albanian strongholds one after the other until 1479 the 

last city was conquered: Shkodra.With the Ottomans 

conquest, Dukagjini family lost its former strength, but 

probably from its roots descended a new dynasty that 

would rule bajraks for nearly 400 years: Gjomarkaj 

where they lived. The great Livy, among the most prominent 

Roman historians of the time, mentions Pirustae as one of the 

tribes that preserved independence in 54 BC when Caesar 

forced them to pay an indemnity. Under the guidance of Batoş, Pirustae attended the great Illyrian uprising against 
Rome, causing to the most powerful empire in the world 

a number of issues, and being the last who submitted. 

After the war with Rome, the proud Pirustae paid a high price. The population declined signi�icantly, a good portion 
was distributed to the four corners of the empire, sold 

as slaves but also utilized for their skills as blacksmiths. 

The looted and reared province of residents was later repop-

ulated, but some of those traditions are still part of the tradi-

tion and customs inherited from one generation to another.

Mirdita archaeological monuments mostly belong 

to the early medieval Albanian, who is known by 

the name: the period of Arbëri. Testimonials are 

numerous cemeteries discovered almost in the 

entire territory of Mirdita: Kaçinar, Bukmira, Shpal, 

Bukël, Malaj, Tarazh, Sheshaj, Perlat, Prosek, Baz etc.

During the Middle Ages Mirdita is included in the Principality of Arber, known as the �irst formation of the Albanian feudal 
state since the end of XII century, with the rulers Progoni, 

(1190-1199) and sons: Gjini that ruled from 1199-1208 and Demetrius (1208-1216), a period that experienced 
the greater empowerment of the Principality. Among 

the most valuable discoveries, not only of Mirdita, is the 

Emblem of Arber, discovered in Gëziq in the ruins of the 

old church of Saint Mary in Ndërfan, where it is assumed 

that there would be also the epicentre of Arbër state.The �irst families begin to stand in front of the tribal complex 
structure of the area. The Blinisht appears as the most distin-

guished family of that time (XII-XIV century), but Mirdita 

would recognize the new rulers, the princes of Dukagjini family. In 1417 for the �irst time in the cadastre of Venice we �ind Mirditas name as the surname of John and Pjeter 
Mirdita. Mirdita and the Mirdita residents participated in the 

wars against the Ottoman invaders, and were guided by the 
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Dukagjin, and the residents 

were called Dukagjinas.

However, the origin of this 

family is ancient, for this 

family it is written in the 

chronicles of the VII century, 

which speaks Lek Dukagjin. 

to their uprising. According to Muzaka, their origin 

is France, where a Crusaders rather than arriving 

to Jerusalem, he preferred to invade Zadrima area. 

In XIV-XV century, the family reached its apogee with 

Leka III, or as it is known by all, Lek Dukagjin. Not 

only he was beside Skanderbeg leading the arbëror 

forces against the Ottoman army, but also to codify the 

Albanian customary law, summarized in the Kanun.

leading the arbëror forces against the Ottoman army, but also to 

codify the Albanian customary law, summarized in the Kanun.

From Pal Dukagjini descend the family of Mark Gjon 

Marku, the hereditary leader of Mirdita Province.

This genealogy appears chronologically in this way. Later, 

the genealogical tree Albanian  family divides into three 

parts: Preng Lleshi, Lleshi i Zi and Dod Lleshi. A good part 

of these Kapedans, as they were called the princes of the 

families, were killed defending the homeland in various wars. 

Lleshi i Zi of 1812 jointed with Mirdita the four bajraks of 

Lezha, giving Mirdita 12 Bajraks. In July 1921, Mark Gjoni, 

the Kapidan of Gjomarkajve, proclaimed the Republic of 

Mirdita, and himself as a president: An adventure that had no support and was extinguished in the October of the same 
year.  Like many others, the descendants of Gjomarkajve would 

suffer the pressure of the communist regime persecution

The

The Captains of Mirdita Dukagjini 

Supremacy

The Dukagjini name 

derives from the head 

name of a prince dynasty, 

Gjin Tanushi, who in 1281 

won the title of "Duke". 

By Duke Gjini, took the 

surname his descendants, 

the territories ruled by this 

family took the name of 

Dukagjin, and the residents 

were called Dukagjinas.

However, the origin of 

this family is ancient, for 

this family it is written 

in the chronicles of 

After the death of Skanderbeg 

in 1468, Dukagjini family was 

overly weakened, the Ottomans �looded causing massive 
displacement and large move-

ments of Albanian population 

across the the Adriatic. But 

according to traditional Mirdita 

legends, one of the brothers of 

Lek Dukagjin, respectively, Pal 

Dukagjini was put on Oroshi 

Cleft, at that gorge where for �ive centuries Albanians 
in Mirdita stayed with an 

unprecedented heroism. 
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The Mirdita provinces, Fandi i Vogel, Fandi i Madh, 

and Dibra, were out of the Turks control in the XVI 

century. Ottoman authorities, seeing the impossibility 

for an invasion of this remote area, preferred to set a �ixed tax (xhizjen) that was collect for the Supreme 
Porte. In 1515 Mirdita residents refused to pay the tax to the Turkish rulers and took arms against them. 
Since then, Turkish legislation did never act in those 

areas held by tribal traditions described in the Kanun. According to estimations, the uni�ication of the Mirdita 
12 bajraks, as an autonomous province de facto, created 

an area comprising 83 villages, 2400 houses and 

about 25 thousand inhabitants. In 1602, Mirdita and 

in particular Oroshi (Shënllezhdër) became the center 

of the nationwide movement for freedom. The great 

Assembly attended by 13 provinces all over the Albanian 

territory, summed the common aspirations for a unique 

nation. The demand for freedom and the patriotism of Mirdita people was inexhaustible displayed since then. 
Among the valuable episodes that can be remembered, 

without any doubt an important place has Itifaku 

(League of Besa) of the summer 1876, where would 

join leaders of 12 bajraks of Mirdita. Preng Bibë Doda, 

on 15 June 1877, sent a telegram to Berlin Congress, by 

notifying that Mirdita required the preservation of its 

status and that bajraks do not accept any other solution 

than those that would be based on Mirdita autonomy.

Even after Albanian independence, Mirdita has always 

maintained an autonomous approach. The Republic 

of Mirdita, proclaimed by Kapidan Mark John in 1921, 

has not been the last moment of its freedom-loving spirit in the twentieth century. Another �lag was raised in 1973, more meaningful than ever: the �lag raised 
by political prisoners, mostly intellectuals, one of 

the few revolts during the communist dictatorship.

From history to...the legend!

The Jewish Fortress (Giants Fortress) 
The fortress ruins lie in the north
 of the Shelbuemi Church, at a dis-
tance of about 3 km to Matrizëz 
Mount. The ruins are part of a br-
oader monumental complex, still
 undiscovered in its real dimensions
 and specific origin. Little further 
from the ruins, researchers found 
several pictograms with anthropomo-
rphic figure, belonging to the Palaeo-

Mirdita glorious history is interlaced with an abundance of 

customs, symbols and legends, considering that  mountains 

have isolated for thousands of years traditions  lost back in early 

times and, possibly, mysterious and still not entirely written.

Mythical �igures

lithic era.The ”Jewish” reference seems to come simply from a distortion
of the word xhodhi, the mythical giants. This castle over the years has 
attracted the interest of many researchers and experts of the Institute of
 Cultural Monuments.
Albanian mythology is rich in mythical creatures. In this context, central mythical beings are Fairies, Dragons, Serpents, 
Giants, Ghosts, Shadows, Angus. In mythical narratives it is 

said that Albania, and in particular the Northern mountains, 

have been historically inhabited by giant creatures with human 

shape, warriors and blacksmiths in the same time. They appear with different names, according to the region: xhudhi, viganë, 
gogë, katallaj. According to traditional beliefs, they also have 

their own graves, like Kalaja e Xhadhajve (Giants Fortress),
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Has been a Franciscan Austrian mission-
ary from South Tyrol, who served in the 
parish of Rubik (Kryezez), one of the 
oldest churches of the most monumental 
of Albania at the end of the 19th century 
and the beginning of the 20th.  "The 
Church - as he describes it - was on top of 
the crag, as if it was placed there by a 
giant in one of the most beautiful valleys 
in the world ..."

Farka e Xhodhive (Giants Forge) etc. Professor Mark Tirta, that during his  scienti�ic production has paid very much attention 
of these beliefs, notes that in these graves archaeologists 

have found often various evidences of Illyrian and medieval 

era. The Witches are commonly believed as well.  Over the cen-

turies, unfortunately, people have put such infamous epithet to 

many innocent widows, women who couldn’t have sons, men-

tally confused, poor and isolated. Many vulnerable women 

were killed and burned under terrible accusations ("they feed on blood and human �lesh, especially with babies!"), or simply 
charged for their children's diseases, or various misfortunes. 

For these reasons, witches are almost always old women, but 

sometimes young and beautiful women have suffered this 

bad luck, often because of mere human jealousy. In Bulger, a 

village not far from Rubik, it is often narrated about a drown 

woman, who lived in the ruins of a mill. The story is even 

described in the novel "Flower" of Austrian cleric Fabian Barkata (1924) exactly located in the mountains of Mirdita. 
The Hours are protective of man and of his 

property, having similar appearance of fairies. 

Mrizi i Vathit të Perlalës (Rest of Perlala’s  Stockyard) , locat-

ed in Legjin (Orosh), has been a place where  village’s 

livestock use to graze. Like other Mriz, this place is consid-ered as well as untouchable by the  woodcutter’s ax. It is 
narrated that in this Mriz the Hours of the mountain people 

were acting good, but also bad, if people committed sins. 

Mrizi is generally located in the forests, inside a pristine 

nature. People who cut the wood in those countries were 

condemned by the community, as authors of a great sin. 

Fabian Barkata 
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the “living” nature 

of mirdita

Flora
Mirdita has a rare richness in terms of plants, almost 

unknown in other Albanian territories, but also in the 

Balkans. Kaçinari plane tree is simply the most famous specimen and already legendary, but the examples are 
not lacking. Serious and well known botanists in Europe as the Italian Antonio Baldacci, have explored the virgin 
territory of Mirdita, revealing previously unknown plants as 

Boshtrra (forsythia europea Degan et Baldacci) and Volfenja (volfenja Baldacci). The variety of �lora is very rich: there 
are shrubs like strawberry tree, heather, juniper, willow 

and poplar, oaks as linden, ash, and chestnut.Not missing the pines, �irs, Bosnian pines (pinus leucodermis) etc.  

In many cases, in these mountains we are dealing with 

the “cult of vegetation” where trees, vegetation or 

creatures are worshiped as objects of cult, becoming the 

residence of mythical creatures like Hours, Fairies etc.  

In a locality of Orosh, Krue i Zi, the name that has to do with 

a characteristic coloured source (the Black Spring), it is said 

that 150 years ago there was nothing but bushes. In those 

bushes was set apart a thin wood, and it was preserved not 

to be damaged. Cattle dung it constantly, and source humidity 

had its own role. In a few decades, that seedling turned into a giant oak, to such an extent that his shadow became the 
resting place for people and livestock. It was called "Oak 

of resting Hours " or "Hours Oak". Nowadays, that oak still exists. Dried branches are never cut, although that all the sur-rounding forest is, unfortunately, intensively exploited. The 
location is an important camping and resting spot for people 

and livestock, and a vital strategic location for the life of 

people living in this mountain area. Oaks and Hours Tradition �inds its root in the old pagan cults, but some of these trees 
are also associated with the Muslim and Christian sources.
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White Oak

Marpepas Oak

Utilis of Nenshejt

Kacinari plane tree

Located in Qarishtat is named as a sacred tree by 

residents, thanks to its opalescent leaves. Legend says that there are buried the remains of St. Alexander, 
for some those of St. John (frequent toponym this 

in the valley of the Mountain of Legjin: Saint John, 

John’s Fountain etc.). However it seems that these 

cults derive from a common pagan background.

Çinari, otherwise Kaçinari plane tree is a monumental natural wood, with an unspeci�ied age, but of course 
very early, so much that it is believed that the name of the locality where he has put its magni�icent roots comes from it. Kacinar is proved as a veri�ied name since in the �ifteenth century. Çinari is close to the 
church, probably as old.  In the the plane’s shadow were 

held historic assemblies of this area, such as those of 

the independence period, where between the leaders of Mirdita was �ixed in photographs also Bajram Curri. 
The giant plane tree is the only one of its kind, not 

only in Kaçinar. As such, it is a rare natural monument.

As it is said, they were 12 trees on a hill on the bank of the 

Small Fan river, going to Mashtërkor and branching into 

the Orosh Gorge. During the time oaks number has de-

creased, but any of them has been cut later, as an aware-

ness of residents about the importance as nature monu-

ments such as Marpepa oaks. Early historical traces sleep 

on their roots. Traces of the old Mirdita and churches 

mentioned in the Middle Ages, such as that of St. Nicho-

las, are evidence of a developed settlement at the earliest.

Even today, in the Saint’s Mountain (Mali i të Shejtit), 

in Orosh, there is a kind of special oak named Ulti. Ac-

cording to legends, there were 6 like it, but only two 

of them have survived the long trip of their lives. One 

seems kind of submitted, there is only the wizened 

trunk, while the other is still standing, even though 

with centuries-old wound in the body. Their age is 

estimated at about 900 years old and it is not any 

wonder, following the longevity of these trees. Their 

age can be taken and as a proof of the establishment 

of Benedict convent on Saint’s Mountain. These were 

seedlings brought from Italy by Benedictine monks, 

the country from which they have taken the name, 

for local residents, as distortion of the Latin name.
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the “living” nature 

of mirdita

Fauna

The dense forests and mountainous landscapes constitute 

an ideal refuge for the Mirdita fauna. There are present a 

series of birds like the owl, raven, nightingale, blackbird, 

to large animals such as the wild boar, deer, wolves and even bears. Foxes are a common presence, often observed 
down in the area villages. In Guri i Shqipes (Mountain of the 

Saint) raise their nests proud eagles, symbol of the nation. 

Munella Mountain (1991 m) is also the habitat of one of the rarest species of Europe, such as the lynx. The presence of this large feline is con�irmed in 2011 from photos taken by �ixed cameras, to testify the really great values in this 
area in terms of fauna, perhaps with the most prominent 

variety in the country, at least in terms of big mammals. 

Buzmi is a traditional wood burning during special 

observances, in cases such as the Christmas Night 

(December, 24), the New Year or other holidays, 

generally associated with the tradition of the “sun 

return”. Buzmi is utilised for a set of rituals, for the �ield production and the fertility of cattle, and it is 
among the most widespread rites of pagan origin in the 

territories inhabited by the Albanian tribes. In Mirdita, 

and in all northern areas, buzmi (which, according 

to the great linguist Eqerem Çabej is one of the few 

Albanian native word) is described as a stone ingle by the �ire (buzëm i zjarrit). In Orosh, buzmi usually is 
composed by two walnut sticks with a length of one meter each, that are put crossed on �ire. Often during 
that night, a ram is slaughtered, ember is divided in half while blood is �lowing in between. Then ember is mixed with wood, bread, and used as medicine.

Buzmi
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waters 

and 

sources

The white spring

Mirdita is a place with admirable water resources, 

visible and invisible, that disappear in the underground 

resources and in the numerous caves of the area.

Most of the caves, to popular beliefs in Malesia, were 

places inhabited by monsters, different mythical 

beings, such as Dragons, Hours and the Fairies.

In popular beliefs are shown even the holes where some gurra (water source) �low.  Gurra e Domgjonit (Fand), 
according to popular beliefs has its origin in a huge 

lake, down Munella, and there, on that underground 

lake-cave, it is said that sleeps eternally a big dragon. 

In Fang, near Rubik it is a water source that often 

split turbid water. People believed that deeply in the 

ground, under the Kulme, a cave is home of another magni�icent creature, a Kulshedër and so the turbid 
water came from Kulshedra urine. Although usually this 

spring was very good to use, people believed that it was 

poisoned by Kulshedra and till late they did not drink it.

Mirdita is a place that promises miracle, 

whose fame has crossed the Albanian 

border, but that is still too little visited: 

the White Spring. This source with very exceptional properties is situated 
about 60 km east of Rrëshen on Kumbull 

(“plum”) village. Spring springs of crystal 

on a locality called Meadow Priest. The 

water is pleasant to taste, full of minerals, 

no bacterial contamination, and highly 

assimilated by man. It is said that water 

should be drunk as soon as comes in 

the surface, and seems to lose part of 

its properties if transported elsewhere. 

The spring properties have attracted 

many curious people, scientists and 

patients from different regions, even 

from abroad. Water, according to the analyses, appears as extremely clean, 
allegedly having curative properties for 

blood, thyroid, headaches, heart and stabi-

lization of blood pressure, and prevents 

the emergence of kidney stones. It is also 

said that after drinking, hunger in people 

seems to multiply. Serious investment can 

transform the area into a truly attractive point, but dif�iculties in traversing the 
Rrëshen-Lurë road and to arrive to the vil-

lage of Kumbull, has left massive visitors 

for years, giving this natural wonder just 

more curious residents and travellers.
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Bergjana Spring

Domgjoni;'s Spring
It is the largest and the most 

important water source in 

Mirdita stemming atop of 

a white rock on the right 

of Fan i Vogel River. The 

Mountain of Zepa enhance 

the beauty and majesty to this �low that �lush 
down the mountain slope. 

For years it was designed 

the use of this resource for 

the area residents of Kthel-

la, but only at this time it is 

implementing an important 

project on this purpose. 

Bargjana waters soon it will change �low to assist resi-
dents in Rrëshen, Tarazh, 

Prosek, Malaj, Perlat, Koder 

Rrëshen etc. Bargjana, at its 

completion, it will be the 

most powerful and modern 

water supply in Mirdita.

Shutrria (or Shutrreja) is an 

underground water source 

founded between Kurbnesh 

and Mërkurthit, in Selita gulch. 

The source is located 20 meters 

above the Uraka River. On the 

surface of the ground is a deep 

pit about 30 meters, which en-

ables falling in the pit where the 

water passes. The underground river brings considerable �low. 
Interesting fact is that, although 

they are very close to each other, 

this underground source does 

not appear to be connected with 

Uraka River. The conducted 

tests so far have not brought any 

accurate data not even for the 

communication of Shutrrisë in 

Selita gulch with that of Bruci. 

In the 80s, the Shutrrisa waters were used for �ield irrigation 
of several villages in the 

surrounding area. The irrigation 

system worked only a few years 

after being scrapped in 1992.

Gurra e Domgjonit (Dom 

Gjoni’s Spring), declared 

"Cultural Monument", is 

undoubtedly one of the 

most important architec-

tural works of the Byzan-

tine era in Albania and in 

the region. The ancient 

water supply utility has an 

incomparable originality, 

with underground tunnels 

open with iron tools and 

reinforced with bricklayer 

well-wrought with the 

chisel and hammers and 

connected with mortar lime mixed with sand 
streams. Nowadays some 

of underground tunnels 

are still preserved, as 

well as the control pit.

The width of the tunnel is about 

1 m, and the height varies from 

80 cm to 1.3 m, dimensions 

that allow the cross of human 

bend body. About 100 m from the exit of the underground 

tunnel it is build the 

control pit, starting with 

a hidden entrance from 

the soil surface. From 

this entrance, at the 

bottom of the pit you 

can go down from 23 

stone spiral staircase, 

Shutrrija ( SHutrreja )
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the Speleological Treasures

Doci’s Cave, also known as Mërkurthi Cave, near Mali 

i Shejtit (the Holy Mount) or the Shpella e Akullit (the 

Ice Cave) near Oroshi. For many of these caves, legends are not lacking. Surrounding areas of Xhuxhe locality, for example, are rich with them. The myth assert also 
that Cicokëve Cave passes under the Bride's Stone (Guri 

i Nuses), and some people even might have passed 

through the tunnels for many day before seeing the light 

again in Arren, locality that nowadays belongs to Kukës.

Into the Earth:

Although speleology is not yet widespread in Albania, 

caves as this of Pëllumbas, or the multiple ones 

that characterize the Karaburun peninsula, have 

nothing less than the most popular caves in Europe.

Mirdita region has an abundance as well, so rich and in 

the same time rarely studied and yet a totally untapped tourist destination. The most interesting complex speleological complex, perhaps, is that of the Vali’s Caves, 
also known as the caves of Këputa. It is reported about 

a cave located in the locality Kthellë, about 8 kilometers southeast of Rrëshen. The complex reach an altitude of 
about 1300-1500 square meters. There are thoughts the cave, the explored dimensions of which reaches 150 
meters, could have a link with a “twin” cave located about 6 

kilometers southeast (the Neziri Cave) through a labyrinth of tunnels still not entirely explored; considering the archaeological �indings in them, they may reveal chapters 
still unwritten of the history of the tribes that have inhabit-

ed these lands among millennia. Very interesting is the
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the “stones” of mirdita

Twelve Stones” (Dymbëdhjetë 

gurët e Barinjve), traditionally 

used as a pasture. The twelve 

stones located in there deter-

mine the 12 tribes of Orosh 

area, and their rights to use 

the pasture by the shepherds 

of every tribe. Even if the 

area has no such destination 

anymore, the stones remain 

still there as sign of an ancient 

tradition, just as the archaic 

symbolism of the number '12'.

Taking oaths 
with a stone.

Murana
Even nowadays, through 

the streets of Mirdita 

and its strategic points, 

you can observe piles 

of small stones, intact 

over the years. These 

piles (murana) advise a 

location where a man was 

killed. According to the 

tradition of the mountain, 

the blood of the deceased 

should be covered with 

some stones, since then 

becoming untouchable by 

the locals. Children of this 

area do not have even the 

habit to play with stone 

heaps, so that there is no 

doubt about the meaning 

of these clusters. Howev-

er, the tradition accepts 

that the occasional passer 

could pour a small stone 

in the murana "për kushtim", for the bene�it 
and respect for the dead. 

Beyond the respect 

for the dead, throwing stones has been explicat-

ed by ethnologists, the 

act having its roots in 

prehistory. Researchers explain that this act was 
a way to enhance and 

strengthen the mountain. 

Something related with 

the sun cult. Some of 

these heaps stand for 

centuries in their silence, 

to show the population 

and to the visitors to 

this once hidden area 

of Albania, the arduous 

history of this province.

In the highland traditions, to the stone as a sign of con�i-
dence in the oath is granted an exceptional value. We are 
dealing here with a very olden 

cult, to which the local inhabi-

tants traditionally seems to be 

more devoted even than the 

holy books,  maybe more than 

anything else. Before the oath 

(besa) with the stone, all obey, 

all feared it. When they wanted 

to set apart someone due to 

his cruelty, members of the 

community had the habit to 

take an oath on stones, passing 

the stone to each other while 

swearing.  The division of 

property, the pastures, usually was certi�ied by this act.  In 
Bukmira locality, it is  known 

a toponym, the “Shepherds
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clothes,

ornaments,

celebrations,Clothes

the ethnic particularity. All clothing 

developments, in this part of 

Albania, are closely linked with 

the historical development of this 

population, therefore with the 

history of the Albanian people.

Costumes began to take their appear-

ance at the time of formation of the 

feudal principalities. As known, these 

principalities were separated and 

enclosed in themselves, what did create signi�icant differences in the 
material and spiritual culture. In this context it was created those varieties 
of costumes, traces of which were 

preserved until the XXI century.

While in town a good part of the clothing were sewn and 

embroidered by the tailor masters specialized according 

with the tastes of different population requirements.

Museum collections of Albanian costumes appeared after 

World War II. Before this period, there were small private 

collections, collected by Franciscan priests (about 300 items). 

Currently in the museum funds of the Institute of Folk Culture 

are preserved over 18,000 pieces of clothing taken from vari-

ous Albanian regions within and abroad the national borders.

Mirdita is one of the richest regions in terms of traditional 

clothing. These dresses carry the ancient history of the region, 

and often had been studied for their symbolism, which often 

derives from the pagan sun cults, moon cults and of other mythical �igures like the serpent, the dragon, the fairies etc. 
Often, these mythical symbols are transformed over the centu-

ries under the light of Christianity. Aesthetic taste used for decoration, but also the way of styling are those that re�lect 

Most of clothing were prepared 

by the rural broad masses within a household context, then 
woven and tailored with linen, wool, cotton and silk textiles. 
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Garment with a long shirt
and dollame (or cibun).

The principal part of this dress 

is the long shirts, long, broad or 

narrow -sleeved. In between it 

was constrained by a belt with 

different coloured wool and was 

accompanied in the front with 

a woollen or cotton apron with 

ornaments and sizes varied 

from one province to another.

In summer, the woman wearing 

this shirt was wearing a waistcoat 

in the upper part, but in winter It 

was needed above an additional 

mintan with long sleeves and a short woollen jacket (xhokë) 
made of felt. Length, colour and decoration of xhoka change 
particularly by geographical 

location or the development of 

the provinces where this type 

of clothes were dressed, thus 

creating numerous local peculiari-

ties. This dress was prevalent in

The most important parts of this out�it for men are: long white 
shirts and dollama (cibuni), a 

long dress made of felt generally 

arriving in the knees. In the 

summer, instead of dollama 

it was clothed a felt doublet. 

Under the shirt was dressed 

long underwear associated 

with a sort of knickers. Dollama 

presents some differences area 

by area. Somewhere was long 

until the knee elsewhere until 

the calf, somewhere in white 

and decorated with black braids, 

and sometimes just black. This out�it is used in Mirdita, Mat, 
Dibra, Malësi e Madhe, Korça, 

Kolonjë, Gjirokastra etc. After 

World War II, this dress typolo-

gy  was replaced, but dollama 

continued to be conserved  like 

a ceremonial dress, used in 

cases of public assemblies etc.

Garment with long 
shirt and apron. 
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In Orosh, one of the traditional feasts that are celebrat-

ed every year is that of St. Roch, especially in the 

Zajs neighborhoods. Every year, one of the houses 

of the neighborhoods takes over the organization 

of the feast, and invites members of other houses in 

celebration (one or two for each house). Relatively 

of the economic possibilities, are slaughtered some 

heads of cattle, often aggravating the economy of 

the organizing family. Nevertheless, not celebrating, 

according to local belief, would bring major health 

disasters and lack of "blessings" throughout the year.

Feasts like these of St. Roch, St. George, St. Nicholas etc. �ind their source in early feasts, 

reminiscent of tribe’s ancestors. The tribe 

ancestors in the Christianised version were 

replaced by the patron saints of the tribe or of the 

celebrated area. During the night, a candle is lit in 

memory of St. Roch, or the saint in question; often 

windows of the houses are left open, and plates 

are posed in the empty places, so that the souls 

of the saints would come and dine with families.In early May, usually the �irst Sunday of the month, 
in Bardhaj, Lufaj and Zajs villages celebrated the 

feast of St. Krygjas (Shllezdër). Another celebration 

very much followed is that of Tshelbuemet, which 

falls on May 21, celebrated especially in Rubik, 

Fang, Kurbnesh, and in some surrounding villages.

The feast of St. Roch ine Orosh (August, 15 )

Celebrations
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Simple 

and delicious: 

Mirdita’s traditional culinary 

In between, a variety of meat recipes, ranging from pork with cabbage, where the �lesh becomes red with 
white cabbage and turnips until boil. Or casserole with 

spinach, white liver and white cheese: as fry fresh 

onions with thin-cut spinach and livers, everything 

is baked in casserole, with cheese added above. 

One thing that is not missing in Mirdita`s tables is chicken. 

Of all recipes, the one that catches your eye seems to be the 

chicken with tomatoes and yogurt, where once you blush 

tomatoes and still fresh garlic, pour the yogurt  and different spices, stir and remove it from the �ire, and �inally the boiled 

Mirdita`s traditional culinary is undoubtedly influ-
enced by the northern tradition of cooking, where the 
simple recipes best intertwine with fresh and organic 
products. Dairy, goat meat, pork,  cabbage, chestnuts, 
pie, are present in the daily lives of Mirdita families.

Walnuts pie or with milk is a delicious opening of Mirdita`s 

tables as the "sugary pie (byrek)”, an enclosure full of 

sweetness (traditional on holidays), which in winter is 

often replaced with chestnuts and a glass of red wine 

from Mirdita known vineyards, such as those of Bukmira.



Museum and 

                archaeological values
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To prepare the content that will 
characterize the pie, we initially 
stir onions in slow fire.  After 
softening, we add peeled and 
chopped walnuts. Stir the content 
till the onions melt. Cover the 
content with water and let it boil 
slowly. While working the dough, 
divide it into small buns for 
upper and lower usage. After 
overspreading with butter the 
pie-pan, as desired, open the small 
buns with a diameter of about   
15 cm. Every filo doughts is 
sprinkled with butter, to be opened 
later as the diameter of the 
pie-pan in order to fit the filo 
doughts in. Add the content which 
is cooled in the meantime. This 
is how you proceed with the second 
filo dough, but in wider diameter 
than the first one. The filo dough 
should be lied in such a way as to 
create wrinkles. The pie bakes in 
the oven at 180 degrees for about 
30-40 minutes.

Byrek with onions and nuts
flour-500gr flour 

6 cups of water

Starch for opening 
of fillo doughs

4 big onions

1 tea cup of shelled 
and chopped walnuts  

1 cup of oil 

Butter, salt

Pie with oninons 
and walnuts 
(Recipe for 4-5 persons):

The �irst documented settlements in Mirdita are from 
Neolithic, especially in the Mërkurth, Gëziq, Malaj, 

Bukël areas. Multiple artifacts from this period (IV 

millennuim BC) where we should necessary mention 

the very rare Illyrian helmet found in the Tuma locality 

in Perlat, are still in the Rrëshen District Museum 

and in the National History Museum in Tirana.

Archaeological monuments in Mirdita mostly belongs 

to early Albanian Middle Age, who is known with the 

name of Arbër Period. Testimonials are the numerous 

cemeteries discovered almost in the entire territory of 

Mirdita: Kaçinar, Bukmira, Shpal, Bukël, Malaj, Tarazh, 

Sheshaj, Perl, Prosek, Baz etc. Tombs of this area have 

a constructing tradition of graves in Albania since the 

early Bronze Age, about 2000 BC. Items of daily use are 

revealed in them, which the most important have been evaluated tools, ornaments, weapons (knives, axes, 
spears and arrows tips, shield, earrings, pendants etc.). 

Mirdita has been the region of the settlement of the Illyrian tribe of Pirusti. Archaeological excavations 
carried out in different places such as Përlat, Baz, 

Urakë etc. indicate a presence of the Illyrian tribe since 

VIII-VII century BC. Ancient Illyrian tradition is still very 

present inside the province ethnographic elements:  in 

the symbolism that adorns the rich wardrobe and the 

traditional homes, in the masterfully-made crafts, in 

all the ornamentations. Metal processing in Mirdita, 

really rich underground, results to be very old. Over the centuries, for example, quite famous has been 
the production of ornamented arms in Mashtërkor. 
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The Jewish Fortress 
( Giants Fortress )
The ruins are situated on a 

rocky hilltop in the south of 

the town of Rubik. The total area of this forti�ication goes 
about 700 m2 and has an 

irregular layout. Nowadays 

just few fragments of the 

walls are preserved, together 

with a water well within 

the surrounding walls. The forti�ication belongs of the 
period of Late Antiquity.

Not  more than 250 meters 

from the Giants Fortress, 

several pictograms have been 

found in a cave of limestone, 

realized in the rock with an 

yellowish-white material. 

According to archaeologist 

Myzafer Korkuti, who has traced the �irst inscriptions, 
they belong to the Paleolithic 

(around 12,000 years ago). 

Pictograms are located 

at a height of about 1.5 m from the cave’s level �loor. 

The ruins (gradishta) are lo-

cated about 300m to the south 

of the Domgjoni’s Spring, on a 

hilltop with dense vegetation.  

Few segments of the Roman 

walls could still be observed. 

Locals know the place with 

the name "Kodra Gjytet”  (“Hill City"). The forti�ication 
belongs of the late antiquity 

period, when a series of defen-sive forti�ications of the Adri-
atic coast were repaired by the 

decision of Emperor Justinian.

The Rubik pictograms

The “ruins” of Domgjoni Church of the Saviour (Kisha e Shelbuemit)

This religious monument, with great importance for the 

history of Albanian Catholicism, is located on the rocky hill dominating the city of Rubik. The magni�icent complex 
dates back to XII - XIII century, and we know that it 

certainly have been completed in 1272. Its unique values 

are represented by the frescoes and the Byzantine-style wall paintings. The building is categorized as a �irst cate-

gory cultural monument and it is very interesting in terms 

of construction and architecture. The “Rubik’s church”, as 

it is also known, has served as a Benedictine abbey and 

a Franciscan convent. Father Shtjefen Gjeçov (one of the 

most active protagonist of the Albanian independence, 

ethnographer, writer) lived and wrote in the college of 

the Church of Shelbuemi part of his famous version of 

the “Kanun of Lek Dukagjin", the most universally cited 

of the traditional Albanian laws. Somewhere, in a stone 

of the bell tower, he carved the beautiful name of Mirdita. 

Here, stayed and built the church apsis Gjergj Fishta, who 

wrote here passages from his tragedy "Judas Makabe". In 1967, with the expulsion of the last Franciscan, father 
Leon Kabashi, dried out one of the most historic temples 

of Albania. Archive, library, listed wall paintings and relics: 

they all degraded, only the church building remained 

standing. The bell didn’t gather more believers, but facto-

ry workers. After the fall of the communist regime, the 

church has been restored to its original mission, gathering 

many faithful especially during the feast of Shelbuemi.
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Regional Museum of MirditaThis property is located in 

the Kodër Spaç, which is part 

of  Orosh. It's a three-storey 

dwelling, which has been 

worked with high artisanship. The dimensions are 12x12x9 
meters.

Kulla of Zef Ndoci

The St. Mary's Church 

is located in the village 

of Gëziq, and it is 

known because it still 

holds the emblem of 

the Skuraj family, who 

was known as the state 

emblem of Arbër Prin-

cipat, considered as the �irst Albanian state in 
history (1190-1255). 

Besides these archaeological sites and the monuments 

of cultural heritage under state protection, all Fan River valley is rich with several dwellings in the villages Xhuxhe, Konaj, Domgjon, 2-3 �loors stone buildings conserving 
the typical characteristics of Mirdita architecture. They 

are naturally merged with the landscape, as the old but still functional mills that you still �ind all over the region

The Historical Museum of Mirdita District is located in its 

administrative center, Rrëshen. The museum was inaugurated 

in October 1976, within the 32 anniversary of the liberation 

of Mirdita. Visitors can create familiarity with the history of 

these areas, starting from the description of settlements and 

the tireless crafting activity of the Illyrian tribe of Pirust. Archae-ological �indings from that period are found throughout the 
territory of Mirdita, and some of them (shingles, clay products and various ornaments) are exhibited in the museum's hall.
In the museum there is evidence of the establishment of the 

state of Arber, and a pavilion dedicated to the Albanian Renais-sance, which introduces some of the most prominent �igures 
of culture of Mirdita, as abbot Prend Doci (it is conserved his 

work desk), Prenk Bib Doda, Preng Marka Prenga, Kol Toma. 

Interesting are the early photographs of the area, notably those 

of Mirdita numerous churches, some of which unfortunately no longer exist. Traditional costumes are one of the greatest 
assets of ethnographic and cultural heritage of Albania, and 

certainly is not lacking in the museum: an important angle is 

reserved for them and for the other ornaments that for centuries 

have characterized the women and men portrayal, as well as the presentation of everyday traditional Mirdita, re�lected in 
the typical chimney chamber, where family life took place.Other ambiences indicate the �ight for freedom during World War II, but also the resistance, in the years, to the pressure exer-

cised by the communist regime, or the early moments after the 

return of pluralism, of the diversity of opinions and the re-emer-gence of the religious beliefs. The museum experienced dif�icult 
moments during the transition, but improving conditions today enables a signi�icant increase in the activities of this important 
institution, and consequently the interested tourists, who are 

several thousand per year. Visiting hours: 08:00 - 15.00.

The St. Mary's Church
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Rreshen

Rrësheni is the administrative center of Mirdita 

district since 1949. It is located in the basin of 

Ndërfana, where Small Fani riverside crossed by 

Zmesa brook. The place where the town lied was 

called Fushë Lumth and had very few inhabitants. 

Rrëshen, as the center of Mirdita Municipality, bears 

the main institutions of public administration, the City Hall, Police station, Court, and prosecutor of�ice, 
forestry service, local branches of Education, Health, Agriculture, Taxes, registering property of�ice, 
savings bank, etc.; high school and two elementary 

schools, palace of culture, museum, library, cinema, 

library, publishing house, print and local television, 

hospital and other health services. The square in 

the city center is named "Abat Prend Doci" and main 

streets bear the names “At Gjergj Fishta ", “Shën 

Vincent",”Rruga e Arbërit ". Private entities that 

operate: 97 commercial units, 14 manufacturing 

units, 91 service units, 14 construction companies 

etc.  Rrëshen inhabitants are well known for their fruitful community coexistence, understanding and 
cooperative initiatives and development projects. 

Rrësheni is located about 74 km from Tirana.  

Built in 1970, the Palace of Culture is 

the only cultural center in Mirdita that 

enables indoor organizations of big cultural 

dimensions. The building has a hall with 

a stage and loggia for organizing musical 

theatrical and social events. The fund of 

70.000  library books constitutes the main 

assets found in these environments. For 

tourists, interesting is particularly the 

ethnographic hall, created with an Austrian 

donation, in where lie interesting objects 

(early photos, original clothing ensemble, 

popular instruments etc.) belonging to the Mirdita cultural complex, one of the most 
estimated ensembles on the editions of 

national folkloric festivals. The building 

offers a small art gallery, where two halls are 

adorned with photos of cultural activities 

throughout the years. As well as pictures of 

Rrëshen since its beginnings as the adminis-

trative center of Mirdita. It can be visited 

every day (from 8:00 to 15:00 but also in the 

afternoon. For further information contact:

Palace of Culture of Rresheni

Gjergj Marku (cel.+355682309830,

gjergj_marku@yahoo.com
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Rubik

The copper industry in the country 

Rubik is the second city of Mirdita after Rrëshen, having 

about 8.000 inhabitants. After the Bridge of Milot, you enter 

the beautiful Fan valley, revealing the Church of Shelbuemit, 

located on the white cape of Rubik, one of the oldest and most 

important monuments of national culture, built on further 

years of 1200. Beyond the famous Church, old Rubik's historical 

centre is with several monuments of the Middle Ages, like the 

Castle of the Jews, etc. Until the second half of the century we 

left behind, Rubik was made famous in history for the renowned 

Benedictine congregation, where the name of the city was 

connected with mining and processing of copper. Before the 

1990s, it has been one of the most popular industrial cities 

of the country, and the most important centre of the copper 

industry in Albania. Over the old city the communist regime 

built a new city for miners, geologists and metalworkers. In the last century, the �irst taking place here were miners in the`30s of 
the last century, when it began the work in the copper mines of 

an Italian company. Later, it was built Copper Processing Plant (see the relevant tab), which industry experts claim it was one of 
four more important in Europe. Today, this plant is nothing but a 

scrap metal cemetery, although her chimney stacks still impress. 

Rubik had seen over the years the presence geological, mining 

etc. construction enterprise, now almost totally abandoned. 

The city of Rubik has linked the name and its very modern existence with copper derivates and its in-

dustry. Its processing is known since ancient times, 

and even the very name "Rubik" is thought to be 

related to the Latin word rubicundus, which means 

precisely "red colored", recalling the phenomenon of oxidation of copper minerals that being wasted in �lowing water damage crops and vegetation of 
the area. Craftsmanship of processing copper from 

the Pirustae, an Illyrian tribe, was left in limbo for 

millennia. Only at the beginning of the last century some foreign explorers and geologists began to 
be interested on the underground resources, 

began to be interested on the underground resourc-

es, sleeping for thousands of years in the subsoil of 

re�iner of this precious metal. The war made this �ledging 
industry to close temporarily. Soon immediately after 

the war, the government of that time was interested in the exploitation of the subsoil. After the interruption 
during World War II, in 1946 was resumed the work 

on the reconstruction of the oven, the reopening 

of the mine in Derveni and Rubik. A cable with 

.In the early 30`s some Italian experts in the Rubikopened the �irst copper mine in Rubik and 
then in Derven. Residents of Rubik became the �irst metallurgics who in very dif�icult 
conditions and without special schools 

adopted professions of miner, smelter and 
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OROSHI 

In the 80s of the twentieth century, 

about 800 people worked at the 

plant. Rubik was the site of one of 

the greatest geological enterprises 

of the country that employed tens of 

senior specialists such as engineers, 

economists, doctors, teachers, etc. In 

the city, that counted in those years 

about 5.000 inhabitants, worked 

a secondary school industrial in 

where were taught hundreds of 

students, and rich cultural life had 

arisen. After 90s, the copper 

industry almost totally shut down 

its activity, and from the giant 

constructions of the past decades 

only a few ruins have left, but still 

impressive so that may constitute 

an attractive subject to enthusiast 

of so-called industrial archaeology.   

The copper industry in 

the country produced 

annually:

Oroshi is an important name of national history and culture. 

The old village is mentioned as the core of the creation of the province of Mirdita in the �ifteenth century. It consists of 
those villages: Grykë Orosh, Nënshejt, Legjin, Mashtërkor, 

Bulshar, Ndërshenë and Lajthizë that are placed in a ground 

interweaved by Small Fan river on slopes and heights of 

Malit të Shejtë (Sacred Mountain). Oroshi has been the 

centre of the Abbey of Mirdita, the Benedictine assembly 

and to the headquarters of Gjomarkaj family, the chieftains 

of Mirdita (see the relevant tab). Mountains of Oroshi 

are cited as among the most beautiful in Mirdita with 

meadows, plains, fountains, pastures, caves etc. Nënshejt 

with its rare water sources and the breath-taking sights is 

ready to attract mountain tourism. Oroshi administrative 

centre today is in Reps, 28 kilometres from Rrëshen.  

a length of several kilometers brought the ore extracted in 
Derven in the Rubik factory. So through some processes the 

ore was sent to the conversion unit, where blister copper has 

been obtained with over 99% copper content, until 1965 it 

poured into molds weighing of 35-36 kg. After building two 

other plants of melting in Kukës and Laci and Plant of electrical wires and cables in Shkodra, all extracted from underground 
copper was processed with complete cycle within the country.   

1 million tons copper 

ore and pyrite

50 thousand tons copper

concentrate

12-15 thousand tons 

electrolyc copper

8 -10 thousand tons wires 

and cables

20-25 thousand tons vitriol

3-4 thousand tons brass 

and bronze, etc

12 thousand people

employed

1,5-2 net million dollarswere bene�ited only 
from precious metals 

1 tons of copper per 200 

inhabitants produced 

in Albania 
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FANI Spac

Fan territory (a geographical area of Mirdita, in the valley 

of Small Fani River and surrounding heights, lying from 

Shtrungaj in the border with Oroshi and up to Mount Runa, 

bordering Kukës) has been inhabited since the period of 

the Illyrians, as witness Batra town, the ring town and of 

Domgjoni’s Spring, the most recognizable landmarks of the territory. For the �irst time, Fani as a name was mentioned in 
a document of l387 and later in the cadastral records, church 

relations etc. In XVI-XVI centuries and during the Albanian 

Renaissance has been in constant wars against the Turkish 

invaders. In l929 there were 240 houses. In the second half of the twentieth century, Fani con�igured as an important 
area and the center for Mirdita, a municipality of 15 villages around l0 thousand inhabitants, a signi�icant number of them 
having moved in the past decade to the lowlands or abroad.

Spaç names a geographically de�ined area in 
southwest of Munella to the right of the river Fani i 

Vogël involving Gurth Spaç, Kodër Spaç, Mushtë etc. 

There are proves the locality was inhabited since the sixteenth century (l529). Spaç has existed in one 
of the biggest mines of copper pyrites nationwide. 

The buildings are located in a rugged mountainous 

terrain. Spaç prison took some tragic luster during 

decades of communist when a high policy security 

prison was built, which was active during the commu-

nist dictatorship in Albania. The prison was located in 

the village space. In 1973 a rebellion of prisoners oc-

curred in Spaç prison, in which was managed to set up a non-communist �lag. A similar rebellion took place 
in the prison of Qafë Brarit in 1984, where similar 

protests erupted and raised the demand and desire 

for freedom, which were suppressed with violence 

and blood. Spac prison ranks currently as a national 

monument of the second category and there are con-crete plans for turning the already degraded complex 
into a museum dedicated to the crimes of the regime.
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Mirdita...by foot!

The region of Mirdita presents a variety of trails where curious visitors can 
encounter with a generous nature as well as unexplored, where history is 
combined with the legends, and early Albanian traditions unfold their best. 
Routes that we propose in this guide are simply suggestions intended for an 
audience with an average experience in terms of hiking, but it should underline 
the fact that the entire territory of Mirdita represents different and suitable 
routes for any age and every physical and technical skills.  

Initially, cannot miss the backpack and tripping shoes of 

a good quality (in some cases, especially in winter, it is 

recommended professional hiking shoes): as this activity 

takes place in a mountainous area, is necessary to wear shoes 

that are resistant to water but also to low temperatures and 

snow; it is also recommended that the bag must not be more 

than 7-8 kg (6-7 kg for females). One of the most valuable 

reason to visit Mirdita Mountains is birdwatching. In the areas around the Vela Mountain, for example, is not rare to see the magni�icence of eagles. The most exciting way to see 
birds in their natural area, without disturbing and scaring 

them, is to have binoculars. An ideal binocular for birdwatch-

ing is with 8 zooms, 40-42 mm lens, light and functional.

Other necessary supply: During the walking, the water �inish faster than you can imagine! In the summer season, at least one 
or two litre of water are necessary, supposing that along the way you can �ind spring with clean water where to freshen up and to �ill the water bottles. Of this importance are also the sunglasses 
and the hat (or the winter hat, in the trails that we can pass 

without any risk), and a pair of gloves; Small foods giving you 

energy, (like dry fruits, chocolates, biscuits) to consume in fatigue moments, aid box (at least bandages and alcohol in cases 
of small incidents). It is also recommended a compass or better 

a GPS system with uploaded maps, to avoid any unforeseen 

(smartphones are generally provided with this applications, often for free. In Internet, specialized pages exist where you can download maps and narrative explanations of the Albanian 
Mountains (like Wikiloc etc).  That’s why is recommended to be secure to charge your phone (think even for an extra battery) or cameras, to �ix special moments during the itinerary. 

Although the area does not present visible dangers, it is always good to take precautions. Always keep a small box 
for aid, as well as the appropriate medications just in case 

you have certain reactions to insect bites etc. Please note 

that Albanian national free emergency number is 127       (for 

police, digit 129). However, Mirdita Regional Hospital 

(in Rrëshen), or that of Lezha (0215 24485), provide the 

necessary emergency treatment. Anyway, in serious cases, 

helicopters bring the patient in Tirana in very few minutes.

Necessary accessories Medical service
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Itinerary 1:
Former Municipality of Rubik- 

Giants Castle- Qa�iku’s Cave-
Llesh Biba’s Spring Our itinerary departs from the 

square in front of the building of the 

former Municipality of Rubik, that 

is easily accessible and where you 

can eventually park your car. The 

itinerary start by going in the back 

part of the municipality building, on 

the left. The climbing is relatively 

easy and gradual, where on the left 

the ruins of a communist warehouse 

are the latest evidence of the town 

and the beginning of the generous 

countryside, where little parcels with 

surprising different kind of fruits 

and vegetables are integrated with 

the area nature, that offer to the visitors tonalities of relax colours 
but even blackberries, that can be �ind everywhere. After about 250 
meters, arise a winding road and the 

climbing become more interesting. 

After about 500 meters, on your right 

it will appear a massive rock when on the left, for easy identi�ication, 
there is an electric column. This very small area contain the �irst cave 
of a long series that we will meet 

during this itinerary. According to 

residents, this cave is called Shpella e Dhelpnës (Foxy Cave), with modest 
dimensions but able to contain 

about 20 persons Continue the main 

climbing itinerary, and on your left 

you can see for sure a characteristic 

home from the zone, reconstruc

on 2015 within the project “Development of ecotourism in Lezha Region”, �inanced by Regional Development 
Fund. “Bujtina Biba” (Biba’s Guesthouse) represent 

an interesting option for all them who want to dedicate their attention, and to explore, unknown 
trails, old attractions and innumerable legends. 

The owner of the guesthouse, Pal Biba 

(Tel:+355684805166, palbiba6@gmail.com) is also 

one of the most valid guide for all the area, that has lived 

here since children, and also an important information 

source for all the visitors due to the fact that he knows 

two languages, English and Italian. He possess a SUV, you 

can think even for other longer itinerary’s, as Munella 

waterfalls, Domgjon’s Spring and Shpella e Akullit (the 

Ice Cave), or for original packets like “itinerari i çobanit” (the shepherd itinerary), where you can experience the working day of a shepherd in the Qa�iku area. The 
delicious Bio food of the house lady (guesthouse produce 

by her own vegetable and bread for almost all year) and the freshness of the landscape that you can bene�it from there, will recuperate even the most exhausted visitor.From “Bujtina Biba” begin the start the expedition 
of the nearby attractions. To go to Llesh Biba spring, about 500 meters high, exist a direct itinerary 
that climb in the north-west of the guesthouse 

and gets there in one hour. Anyhow, if you have 
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possibility and time, we will suggest a longer and more dif�icult itinerary, but that will synthesize all 
the natural beauty, the history and legends of Mirdita. 

This track takes more than two hours to the top of the spring, and starts with an interesting but shorter and not dif�icult 
climb, not more than 500 meter. After this, the ground stars 

to be more rugged and there is no climb after, up to a little 

square. There, the opportunities for visitors are always 

numerous: someone can enjoy the picturesque scenery, and 

the Fan River as well, others more prepared could go no more 

than 200 meters in south east, where are the ruins of the 

Kalaja e Judejve (the Giants Castle, look at the relevant tab in 

the guide). The walls raised by the human being in a perfect 

strategic position are combined with the majesty of the 

surrounding rocks. It is said that on the walls there are still 

traces of a mythical bridge in the early days, certainly before 

the Middle Ages, linking the castle with the Mount Gjrus, 

which can be seen in opposite, about 400 meters away. About 

100 meters on the west of the ruins, there are some rocks, 

holding a small treasures of Albanian archaeology: ancient 

pictograms of Rubik (see the relevant tab). It is a special and 

rare feeling to look closely millennia of human evidence, es-

pecially when they are almost unknown to the general public. 

For about 300 meters on the left of the pictograms there is 

a special cave, that according to local residents it is named 

Shpella e Lakuriqëve (Bat’s Cave). Is not known much about this cave, because is not completely explored and we do not 
give advice to take personal initiative. In this aspect the Cave 

still seems wander throughout rocky massif that surrounds 

the city of Rubik. All residents of the area showed that the 

stones thrown down in the cave incredibly made no noise.

and she has come time later somewhere near the church 

of Shelbuemi, more than a kilometre away. Not far 

from Shpella e Lakuriqëve, there is the so-called Guri i Thëllëzave (Quail’s Cave), a cave signi�icantly smaller than 
the previous one, but still more accessible. Straightaway 

with pictograms, some other niches were used and 

inhabited in the early XX century by the inhabitants 

of Bulshizë, when the troops of Esat Pasha Toptani 

burned most of the 219 towers of the Kryezez bajrak,

which the locality of Bulshizë historically belongs.

 Back once again to the square where you started the visit 

to the castle, you can turn into the west until you would see 

a small  water spring that will facilitate with its freshness 

during the summer, that in this area could be very hot. The spring is surrounded by different trees, mainly �igs and 
cornels. The area is ideal for a picturesque picnic, where you can �ind the coveted shade, drinking water and the 
impressive landscape. Some can stop here, other more enthusiast for a bit more dif�icult routes can resume the 
walk toward the northwest following the path that climbs 

gradually to Matriza mount through some high bushes that could be useful in order to �ind some little shade to 
shortly rest. Less than a kilometre later you will encounter 

a very interesting plateau, and a greater spring, known as 

Lugjet e Llesh Bibës. The crystalline water, the 360 ° view 

of Fan riverbed and Rubik in east and the Adriatic Sea to 

the west, will be the most beautiful reward of this route.  



Rreja e Velës-Maja e Velës

Itinerary 2: 
There are several itineraries proposed to climb to the top 

of Vela Mountan, in a quota of 1170 meters. On its west, 

climbing to the mountain of Vela is generally performed by 

Rraboshtë locality, about 6 kilometres from Shengjin. From 

Mirdita, we propose that the climbing must be carried out 

by the Rreja e Velës locality, about 6 kilometers in north of 

Rubik. Although the village, where do not live more than 

15 families, is not far from the paved road, it is advisable 

to go there through high vehicles, preferably SUV type. 

The climb will continue for approximately 1800 meters 
in west, until reaching an empty square off of vegetation. 

From there, you must turn south for about 600 meters, 

until you are near an abandoned stan, a small shack. 

Leave behind the stan and start again the climb after 100 meters, which would arise being much more dif�icult over 
time. After about 1200 meters you will reach a panoramic 

point where it can be seen on the north the Maja e Velës. v

The itinerary starts at the church of the village, (at 151 height meters), and ends at Maja e Velës, exactly 1,000 meters above. You’ll be prepared indeed for signi�icant changes of the land-

scape but also in temperature. Climate and landscape changes 

along the length of the road make this itinerary ideal for people who have some training and experience in climbing 
and hiking. Nevertheless it is recommended to early start 

and to bring with you several clothes changes and a large 

amount of water, especially during the summer, given that very 

there are not many natural water springs along this itinerary. 

There begins a new itinerary, where there is no longer a 

visible climb but more than 4 kilometres of hiking into paths not well de�ined, with a magni�icent 360 ° panorama. 
Reaching the Maja e Velës, however, does not represent 

the end of the trip. About 1.5 kilometres in north, at the 

end of the mountain massif, there is a weather station, 

very famous among the residents of this province not only 

for the pyramid form, but in particular because inside it is 

collocated and conserved the statue of Saint Mary, known 
in the area as Zoja e Malit të Velës 

(the Lady of the Vela’s Crown), 

and is turning into a very 

frequented spot by the faithful.

For those who do not want to 

start the itinerary from the 

Rreja e Velës village, there 

is the possibility to start the 

track from Munaz village, 

which can be easily reached 

from the centre of Rubik, from which there is not more than 2 kilometres away. The climb here begins exactly 
at the new bridge that was erected for the national 

highway, which rises above the river Fan. The climb 

carried out in the west of the bridge climbing about 1 kilometre where the path is well de�ined. Later, the 
terrain starts getting harder, and after two kilometres 

achieved leadprecisely to the abandoned Stan previously 

described. In all cases, itineraries and seasons, the visitor will spend several hours full of relaxation, nature 
and hospitality, not more than an hour from Tirana .
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